Where are the future opportunities for Business Jets and Superyachts?
Ahead of Quaynote`s Malta-based conferences, Lorna Titley previews the
opportunities – and challenges – for both industries…
When we first ran Opportunities in Business Jets and Opportunities in Superyachts in
Malta some years ago, the Quaynote team would have been gratified to hear that,
almost a decade on, both conferences would continue to thrive, with the 9th editions
of both set to take place in Malta on 23 & 24 March, 2022. Given Malta`s role as
both a superyacht and a business aviation hub, the enduring success of these annual
conferences should not really be a surprise.
We`re not the first to appreciate Malta`s charms, of course, with the country`s location
making it an ideal strategic base for successive civilisations, from Romans and Greeks
to the Arabs, French and latterly, the British. Now a Republic, the island nation of
Malta is sought after not only for its history, but also its cuisine, climate, diving and
hiking.
Famous people who hail from Malta include Edward de Bono, the physician,
psychologist, and author who coined the term “lateral thinking” and Paul Tisdale,
former professional footballer for many UK clubs who was born in Valetta. Others with
Maltese ancestry include Bryan Adams, Brittany Spears and even Megan Markle
whose great-great grandmother was born in Malta!
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While we can`t promise that such an illustrious parade of musicians, sports stars and
royalty will be in attendance at Quaynote`s conferences in Malta, we can assure you
of a great line-up of leading speakers from the international business aviation and
superyacht communities who will converge at the Corinthia Hotel in St. Georges Bay
this March.
Ahead of Opportunities in Business Jets and Opportunities
in Superyachts, I caught up with representatives from
participating organisations to have their insights into the
impact of COVID and the future for their industries. Ryan
Waguespack, Senior Vice President at the National Air
Transportation Association is upbeat about the prospects
for business aviation, pointing to the rediscovery, over the
last 2 years, of what he describes as “private aviation as
an essential mode of transportation and a key business
tool.” Waguespack predicts that sectors such as air charter
operations, brokerage firms, repair stations and technologybased platforms are best situated for growth in the coming
years.
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Avnish Dhall, Sales Manager, whose company Melita Marine Group, has sponsored
Opportunities in Superyachts almost since its inception, commented on the impact of
the pandemic on working lives in Malta. For land-based colleagues, his company`s
protocols are in line with government directions and industry standards. He contrasts
this with COVID protocols onboard yachts, which by definition have “a working
environment that is transient and has its own set of rules on board.” Dhall explains,
“these must be respected by workers, project managers and surveyors as invariably the
onboard protocols are different to those issued for the office and workshop spaces.”
While the pandemic has undoubtedly boosted both superyacht sales and the demand
for business aviation services, it remains to be seen if this growth can be sustained
in the future. Technology could be the driver that keeps the momentum going in
within private aviation, with platforms that streamline internal HR processes facilitating
better customer service, greater efficiency and healthier bottom lines. What`s more,
Ryan Waguespack believes the continued trend for consolidation across all business
aviation sectors could translate into further expansion for the industry as a whole by
“creating the potential for increased efficiencies and competitiveness with other
modes of business transportation.”

When comparing the opportunities for the superyacht and
business aviation industries, we should also take a moment
to look at the challenges that lie ahead. One obstacle that
will impact both is what Avnish Dhall calls “the strangulation
of the entire purchase/supply chain”. He believes that
the key to dealing with this universal problem is to “apply
planning that is always forward-thinking and that deals with
worst case scenarios to make sure client expectations are
met.” Ryan Waguespack cites similar issues with private
aviation and calls for “cooperation between stakeholders
to tackle supply chain issues.”
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While we hope and expect that the pressure on supply chains will ease in the postCOVID world, Ryan Waguespack is keen for private aviation to retain some of the
lessons learned during the pandemic period. “Business aviation segments have
been siloed for far too long. Covid has provided us the opportunity to engage
across all aspects of industry to keep the market safe and ensure reliable service
in a time of great uncertainty, he notes, as we progress, we all must be committed
to maintaining a steady cadence of innovation and collaboration to support a
healthy and thriving aviation ecosystem.”
Like our contributors, the team at Quaynote are looking forward to embracing
the challenges and opportunities that await us in 2022. You can hear more at
Opportunities in Business Jets and Opportunities in Superyachts on 23 & 24 March,
2022.
We look forward to seeing you in Malta!
Official advice regarding COVID procedures will be adhered to throughout the conferences to
ensure you have a safe and enjoyable stay. For more information on participating as a speaker,
delegate or sponsor at Opportunities in Superyachts & Opportunities in Business Jets please contact
us at lorna@quaynote.ca or alison@quaynote.com or visit www.quaynote.com
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